
Introduction:  
In the modeling part, we decide to prove that using NASBA to amplify the 

circulating tumor DNA is necessary and to estimate the optimal concentration of the 
circulating tumor DNA for detection.  
The influence of cell free DNA on the effectiveness of the detection device: 

In real physiological environment of the plasma, there are many factors 
influencing the effectiveness of dcas9 protein binding with the targeted DNA 
sequence (EML4-ALK), the most prominent one of which is cell free DNA. Cell free 
DNAs come from apoptosis and necrosis of normal cells and may include gene EML4 
and gene ALK, which are potential ligands bind with dcas9 protein and lead to a 
decrease of the effective concentration of NT7-dcas9 and CT7-dcas9 protein. The 
effective concentration is referred as the concentration of NT7-dcas9 and CT7-dcas9 
which bind to the target sequence (EML4-ALK fusion gene), leading to one DNA 
molecule bears both NT7-dcas9 and CT7-dcas9 to enable the transcription of report 
gene. In order to determine the magnitude of the influence from the cell free DNAs 
on the effectiveness of split-T7-dcas9 in binding with EML4-ALK, the following model 
is made. Assumption that NT7-dcas9 binds with sequence of EML4 and CT7-dcas9 
binds with sequence of ALK is made in the formula.  

  
d[NT7 eff]

d[EML4] = [NT7 total] × ��N ×
�� [EML4 �� ALK] × ������������


([EML4] + [EML4�� ALK]) × ([EML4] + �� [EML4] + [EML4�� ALK])

  
d[CT7 eff]

d[ALK] = [CT7 total] × ��C×
�� [EML4 �� ALK] × ����������


([ALK] + [EML4�� ALK]) × ([ALK] + ����������
 + [EML4�� ALK])

Where  are the fraction of NT7-dcas9 and CT7-dcas9 which bind with ��N and����C

potential binding sites, calculated by hill equation as  and ��N =
[NT7]n

Kd + [NT7]n ��C=

 . 
[CT7]n

Kd + [CT7]n

Symbols are shown in the table below 

[NT7 eff] The concentration of NT7-dcas9 binding with target sequence (EML4-ALK) 

[CT7 eff] The concentration of CT7-dcas9 binding with target sequence (EML4-ALK) 

[NT7 total] The total concentration of NT7-dcas9 in the system 

[CT7 total] The total concentration of CT7-dcas9 in the system 

[EML4-ALK] The concentration of circulating tumor DNA EML4-ALK 

[EML4] The concentration of cell free DNA EML4 

[ALK] The concentration of cell free DNA ALK 

[NT7] The concentration of NT7-dcas9 

[CT7] The concentration of CT7-dcas9 

Kd Apparent dissociation constant 

n Hill coefficient 

 
 As shown in the formula above, given the total concentration of NT7-dcas9 and 


